United Grain Systems
director of operations
Jason Tews and general
manager Jeff Nielsen
stand in front of the
shuttle loading facility.
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PECTATIONS

he purpose of a corporate
mission statement is to
define the reason the organization exists and to provide a framework for how
it conducts business now and in the
future; however, how firmly- and
creatively - it sticks to this path is
another story.
From the top down, United
Farmers Cooperative (UFC), a
farmer-owned co-op operating in
southern Minnesota, keeps true to
its promise to member owners: "To
provide, products, services and technology in a manner extraordinary
enough to add value to people's lives."
The co-op's commitment to this
mission is affirmed by its mindful
decision making; its dedication to
customer service; a penchant for
hiring the best talent; and its determination to roll out unconventional
offerings, i.e., insurance and financial services.
"Sure, at the end of the day
we're moving commodities, selling
fertilizer, buying grain - it's not
fancy stuff- but it's important
stuff and it holds these communities together," explains UFC's CEO
Jeff Nielsen.
Also aligning with the institutional goals, the cooperative's latest
innovation, the creation of United
Grain Systems (UGS), a 50/50 joint
venture between UFC and Archer
Daniels Midland (ADM), grew out
of a willingness for both entities to think outside of the box.
"The genesis of UGS
has always been about how
[UFC] can access global markets for our local producers,"
says Nielsen, who also serves
as UGS's general manager.
"We had to step up and do
something to remain competitive and to deliver the
best value and opportunities
for our producers."
While UGS includes UFC's
existing grain division, this
new business entity is hall-
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marked by a new 7-rnillion-bushel,
high-speed, high-volume shuttle
loading facility in Brownton, MN.
The story of this collaboration
begins a decade ago in the cornstalkladen fields surrounding the intersection of the highways MN 15 and
U.S. Route 212.

Field of dreams
Nielsen, who grew up on a farm in
rural Wisconsin and has worked for
various agribusinesses professionally before joining UFC in 1995,
credits having a life-long connec-.
tion to agriculture for giving him
"the opportunity to see how many
things are done in many different

energy division," he explains.
Meanwhile, as the yields and
volume increased year over year,
growth of the co-op's grain division
happened organically. For example,
in 2005 UFC's five elevators handled roughly 6 million bushels; in
2011, the volume tripled.
"While our feed business is
robust,· it wouldn't grow at a pace
to consume all the additional grain,"
explains Nielsen.
Logistics and storage began to
pose a problem for the co-op -and
there was no indication the volume
would let up.
"At the time, we were trucking
grain to a neighboring co-op to the

I "The genesis of UGS has
always been about how we
can access global markets for
our local producers." I
-JEFF NIELSEN, general manager, United Grain
Systems, and CEO of United Farmers Cooperative

ways," and thereby broadening his
perception and fostering a solutionsbased mind-set.
"During my first 10 years with
the cooperative, we focused on
making sure we were world class in
whatever we did by investing in our
facilities - such as our feed mills,
fertilizer plants and an adjusted

south to be loaded on to unit trains
or to a barge loader on the river which is obviously inefficient," he
says. "It was clear the cooperative
needed to make significant investments in its grain operation."
At a board meeting in 2009,
expansion ofUFC's Winthrop elevator was on the table, when a board
member suggested that perhaps investing in a landlocked
site without rail access might
AT-A-GLANCE
not be the best use of the
UNITED GRAIN SYSTEMS
cooperative's resources.
Established: 2012
"One director posed the
Partners: United Farmers Cooperative
questions: 'Would an expanCUFC) and Archer Daniels Midland (ADM)
sion enhance our ability to
Shuttle loading facility: Brownton, MN
serve?' Since it wouldn't proElevator locations: LeSueur, Klossner,
vide access to global markets,
LaFayette, Winthrop, and Bird Island, MN
the answer was no so . we
Total storage capacity: 15 million bushels
decided to take a different
Market area: Southern Minnesota,
direction," Nielsen recalls.
80-mile radius
"[The
board member] turned
Services: Grain marketing, origination
to me and said, 'Jeff, what
Annual volume: 30 million
do you think we should do?'
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Operators in the control room assign grain
to the proper bin.
PHOTO BY JACKIE ROEMBKE

I looked at them and said, 'Well, I
have an idea ... "'
Back in his days as a sales manager
for Land 0' Lakes, Nielsen often
found himself at the aforementioned
intersection and had made a mental

Curious about the trends revealed
in Dr. Bill Wilson's draw analysis?
Visit feedandgrain.com and enter
SEARCH 10: 10859195 to read
an in-depth report.

note about a particular plot of land
on the northwest side of the crossing. Needless to say; he seized this
opportunity to recommend it.
"It just seemed like a logical location because of its proximity to
the rail and access to these two
major thoroughfares," Nielsen says.
"I suggested we look at it and take a
quantum leap. From there, the conversation shifted from a $4 million
expansion toward a $30 million stateof-the-art project with rail access."

ing to purchase the holding from its
previous owners before it actually
had the option to buy.
"The landowners saw the value
in what we were trying to do so the
project was really helped along with
their cooperation," Nielsen explains.
Once the property was secured, the
co-op prepared to begin negotiations
with the railroads.
It was obvious whatever direction the new facility would take
it was crucial for the investment
to leverage access to secure marketing opportunities now and in
the future, Nielsen says. Accessing
global markets was only half the
challenge because as the scope of
the Brownton project continued to
grow so did its price tag.

The solution to both challenges:
Find a partner who could mitigate
the risk and cover the cooperative's
logistical and merchandising shortcomings.
"Before we sat down with potential partners, it was important to
demonstrate that we were serious
about this project and we had done
our homework," Nielsen says.
From the inception of its plan to
"go big," UFC had two objectives:
To be relevant long-term and to
build the facility right. To aid in the
strategic planning process, it hired
Dr. William Wilson, a professor
at North Dakota State University
who consults on grain marketing,
transportation and logistics, to create
a "draw analysis" of grain flow patterns. The objective of the study was
to make the case for the demand for
and the sustainability of a facility of
this scale in south-central Minnesota.
Traditionally, much of the market
and surplus grain was being trafficked through barge loading facilities
on the Mississippi River in Savage,
MN. Wilson's study found that while
the barge operations in Savage will
always be important, they had grown
less relevant in recent years.
Nielsen explains: "In my tenure,·
corn used to be sent to Savage to
travel down the river and fertilizer
would come back up - the barges
were always full both ways. Now,

Planning pays off
While Nielsen had been eyeing the
200-acre plot of land for nearly 10
years, UFC spent two years work-
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UGS forecasts loading more than 20 unit trains in its first year in operation.
PHOTO BY UNITED GRAIN SYSTEMS
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however, with the need to get fertilizer in the ground so quickly in the
spring, more and more large-scale
hub plant facilities have been built
to receive fertilizer by rail. If the fertilizer isn't coming up in the barges,
it makes freight more expensive to
go down with grain - combine

I
I
I

this with significant shortcomings
in the upper Mississippi locks and
dams system... The draw analysis enforced our beliefs and really
brought out these short-term and
long-term trends."
Once the validity of the location
was backed by thorough research

i
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and favorable market conditions,
UFC began shopping its refined
business plan around to every major
grain player in the upper Midwest.

Partnership established
UFC spent a year and a half courting
the large multinational grain houses.
"As we approached these organizations we explained that we could
originate the grain - and we can
prove there is a demand for this but we needed help delivering our
grain to the best markets in the
world," Nielsen says.
In the end, the co-op selected
ADM as its 50/50 partner, and
United Grain Systems was born.
"People wondered if we could
co-exist with a major global partner
like ADM," Nielsen says. "We've
been working with them for a year
now and it has been an outstanding
partnership.
"We've been able to focus on
what we can do well, which is working with producers to provide
best local service. ADM has 1-.m,rr"ht

struction to build the shuttle loadmg{~·
facility; Van Sickel, Allen &
. .
ates (VAA) provided the structur<>
engineering. Ground was broken
the greenfield site in Septe!Jlber
2011, anditopened
in time for the 2012 harvest.

Workflow at the facility

Feeda~dgrain. com/company/1 0000073
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Trucks approaching the
enter the scale house at the 1uuuuuuc
Lake Country scale. USG uses
automated oneWeigh card
system by Cultura Technologies
scan the card, which records cus;'·
tomer and truck information, and
generates a scale ticket. Once this!:
information is gathered, the load is'
probed by an Intersystems Super'Truck Probe and a grain s~mple is'
delivered to the office for grading.
Meanwhile, as the truck is being
wwtv.feedandgrain.com

staged off the scale, the operator
is processing the next truck in the
queue, maintaining a constant flow
of vehicles.
After the grain is graded, the
truck is sent to one of three receiving pits utilizing three Schlagel Inc.
20,000-bushel/hour drag conveyors.
Once a truck arrives at the correct
pit, an operator in the control room
assigns the grain to the proper location; the grain is dumped and elevated by a Schlagel bucket elevator,
clearing the pit for the next truck.
The empty truck circles around
to the outbound scale; uses the card
to scan out as an end weight is captured; and a ticket is automatically
generated without the customer
ever having to enter the office.
"It's about speed, space and veloc-.
ity to move grain- that's a key draw
at harvest time," Nielsen explains.

"It's pretty unusual to have your
patrons thank you for doing it right,"
he adds.

No shortage of storage
UGS, a combination of the Brownton
shuttle facility and five country
elevators located in a spoke-like
fashion in proximity to the terminal,
offers storage capacity of over 15
million bushels.
The Brownton facility itselfboasts
7 million bushels of on-hand storage
capacity, including piles: a 2.8 million upright storage comprised of
550,000-bushel slip concrete work
house with 420,000-bushel bins
and nine interstice bins in between;
1.5 million pile with reclaim capa~
bilities; and a 3-million-bushel traditional pile that is mechanically
filled and tarped. In addition two
GSI 550,000-bushel steel bins sit

a

GSI 10,000-bushel/hour grain dryer
PHOTO BY JACKIE ROEMBKE

The average ticket time from
punch in, dump and punch out is
somewhere around five minutes; it
can easily handle 500 trucks a day.

Powerful and Fie
Maximize your feed manufacturing
Ensure quality. Optimize efficiency.
Track and trace your ingredients
and finished products. From
your plant to the animals you
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The shuttle
loading facility is
built on a tunnel
system for ease
of maintenance,
and equipment
preservation.

on either side of the central facility.
The site uses 50,000-bushel/hour Hi-Roller reclaim
belt conveyors to transport grain to the center receiving area.

Favorable rail shifts
UGS has the ability to load 110-car shuttle trains connected to the Twin Cities Western (TCW) Railroad
short line, accessing the Union Pacific (UP), Burlington
Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) and Canadian Pacific (CP)
railroads.
Shuttles coming into the facility can be loaded in 7
to 7.5 hours with 440,000 bushels of grain. Faced with
growing pains, the first train took 16 hours, but by the
third train, the UGS team was able to load it in a little
over 6.5 hours.
"During harvest, the shuttle loading capability
allowed UGS to turn bins and open space to keep
customer trucks coming," Nielsen says.
As Wilson's study suggested, UGS has witnessed a
shift in the demand for grain as more trains are heading
to the feed lots of Hertford, TX, or to the dairies in
Stockton, CA, over the ports of the Pacific Northwest.

PHOTO BY JACKIE ROEMBKE

"At first we
said, 'Yeah right, ·
our grain is going
to the PNW,"'
Nielsen recounts.
"But Wilson was>
right; so far eight~...
out of 10 corn trains have gone to Texas and California. (
Nowadays it's where the grain and the demand naturally flows."

A successful investment
While the less-than-ideal weather of the 2012 grow-'
ing season- specifically hail and drought -presentee ·
a mixed bag of haves and have nots at harvest, UG~'
exceeded even the best of expectations right off the baL
According to Nielsen, UGS has received more grair:
in the first four months of operation than UFC dumpec
in the entire 12 months prior. It has also added460 nev..
patron accounts.
"We've been extremely pleased yvith the responsl
to the facility," Nielsen says. "We're doing busines:
with producers who have never done business with ou:
cooperative before- and we've been here since 1916.
UGS underestimated the demand for grain as weC
Nielsen explains: "We felt that if we could continue t..•'
load 30 to 40 trains by the third or fourth year of the
project, we'd be ecstatic; we hoped to load 20 in th:
first year; but, here we are a few months into it an.
we already have 18 trains sold so we think we'll easil~
surpass our original projections."
UGS is on pace to handle 30 million bushels in 20F
"UGS has been receiving a lot of positive feedback
explains UGS director of operations Jason Tews. "We'r
providing exactly what the customer needs: securir;
better prices and, in turn, giving back to producer'
UGS isn't just a place to deliver grain- it's a mor.
personal experience- it's our goal to make them fee
welcome and let them know we appreciate their bus
ness. At UGS the producers are our No. 1 priority." ·

Feedandgrain. com/cpmpany/1 0853563
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